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  Syndicating Web Sites with RSS Feeds For Dummies
Ellen Finkelstein,2005-03-25 So you have a business and you have
a Web site. Bravo! You’re doing all the right things to be
successful. But wait — the information on your Web site needs to
be updated, and your customers need to know. Good heavens,
didn’t you spend half of last week doing that? There’s got to be a
quicker, easier way to keep your clientele informed, and while
we’re at it, how about building your business too? RSS can come
to your rescue, but first you need to know what it is and how to
use it. Syndicating Web Sites With RSS Feeds For Dummies has
what you need to know to get up and running fast—and with
today’s flood of constantly-changing information, “fast” is a top
priority. Here, in plain English, you’ll find out how to: Use RSS to
drive traffic to your Web site and build brand awareness Choose
and install the right software, set up RSS feeds, and decide on the
format that meets your needs Create RSS feeds from scratch, or
put a news reader on your Web site Improve your site’s ranking in
search engines and build customer loyalty Enable your customers
to choose when and how they receive updated information Tailor
information for your audience and publish all your updates
quickly and easily Promote your RSS feed and explain to your
customers how to use it Provide added value for your customers
Making the most of RSS can make life easier for both you and
those who do business with you. Syndicating Web Sites With RSS
Feeds For Dummies will help you maintain fresh content for your
Web site, blog, or e-zine, promote your site and establish links to
it, and even update vital documents like employee guides, price
lists, and procedures manuals, quickly and easily.
  Human Factors in Control Room Design Tex
Crampin,2017-02-24 A succinct guide to a Human Factors
programme of work This book provides a reference for project
managers to assist in identifying the key rudiments of good
Human Factors design. It is intended to be used in conjunction
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with an appointed Human Factors manager as part of a detailed
design programme, read by all engineers and designers in order
to establish a wide understanding across the whole team of the
importance of Human Factors. Human Factors in Military and
Industrial Control Room Design offers succinct advice, tailored
for rapid injection into complex Human Factors programmes,
together with applicability to any control room design, military or
industrial. Applications include warship control rooms, command
centres, fire and accident response centres, chemical plants,
nuclear installations, oil rigs, refineries and other similar
industries. Key features: A template for a thorough Human
Factors programme of work. Applicability to any control room
design. Aims to address operator workload and optimise system
performance, comfort and safety. Can save significant costs by
optimised system integration and enhanced system operation. It
is advised that project managers use Human Factors in Military
and Industrial Control Room Design as a template to develop a
control room Operating Philosophy and Human Computer
Interface (HCI) Style Guide for their own purposes within the
constraints of their specific industry.
  The Ruby on Rails 3 Tutorial and Reference Collection
(Collection) Michael Hartl,Obed (Obie) Fernandez,2011-12-09
The Ruby on Rails 3 Tutorial and Reference Collection consists of
two bestselling Rails eBooks: Ruby on Rails 3 Tutorial: Learn
Rails by Example by Michael Hartl The Rails 3 Way by Obie
Fernandez In Ruby on Rails 3 Tutorial leading Rails developer
Michael Hartl teaches Rails 3 by guiding you through the
development of your own complete sample application using the
latest techniques in Rails Web development. Drawing on his
experience building RailsSpace, Insoshi, and other sophisticated
Rails applications, Hartl illuminates all facets of design and
implementation--including powerful new techniques that simplify
and accelerate development. Hartl explains how each new
technique solves a real-world problem and demonstrates this with
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bite-sized code that’s simple enough to understand, yet novel
enough to be useful. The Rails 3 Way is the only comprehensive,
authoritative guide to delivering production-quality code with
Rails 3. Pioneering Rails expert Obie Fernandez and a team of
leading experts illuminate the entire Rails 3 API, along with the
idioms, design approaches, and libraries that make developing
applications with Rails so powerful. You learn advanced Rails
programming techniques that have been proven effective in day-
to-day usage on dozens of production Rails systems. Dive deep
into the Rails 3 codebase and discover why Rails is designed the
way it is--and how to make it do what you want it to do. This
collection helps you Install and set up your Rails development
environment Go beyond generated code to truly understand how
to build Rails applications from scratch Learn Test Driven
Development (TDD) with RSpec Effectively use the Model-View-
Controller (MVC) pattern Structure applications using the REST
architecture Build static pages and transform them into dynamic
ones Master the Ruby programming skills all Rails developers
need Define high-quality site layouts and data models Implement
registration and authentication systems, including validation and
secure passwords Update, display, and delete users Add social
features and microblogging, including an introduction to Ajax
Record version changes with Git and share code at GitHub
Simplify application deployment with Heroku Learn what’s new in
Rails 3 Increase your productivity as a Web application developer
Realize the overall joy in programming with Rails Leverage Rails’
powerful capabilities for building REST-compliant APIs Drive
implementation and protect long-term maintainability using
RSpec Design and manipulate your domain layer using Active
Record Understand and program complex program flows using
Action Controller Master sophisticated URL routing concepts Use
Ajax techniques via Rails 3 support for unobtrusive JavaScript
Learn to extend Rails with popular gems and plugins and how to
write your own Extend Rails with the best third-party plug-ins and
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write your own Integrate email services into your applications
with Action Mailer Improve application responsiveness with
background processing Create your own non-Active Record
domain classes using Active Model Master Rails’ utility classes
and extensions in Active Support
  Russian Money Laundering James A. Leach,2001-07 Examines
allegations that corrupt Russian groups & individuals have
infiltrated Western fin'l. institutions. Witnesses: Vladimir Brovkin
& Louise Shelley, Amer. Univ. Transnat. Crime & Corrupt. Ctr.;
Arnaud deBorchgrave, Global Organized Crime Project, CSIS;
Fritz Ermarth, former CIA Russian Analyst; Richard Palmer,
former CIA Station Chief; Paul Saunders, Nixon Center; Yuri
Shvets, former KGB agent; Lawrence Summers, Dept. of the
Treasury; Anne Williamson, author; R. James Woolsey, former
Dir., CIA; Thomas Renyi, Bank of NY; James Robinson, DoJ; Yuri
Shchekochikhin, Member, Russian Duma; Anne Vitale, Rep. Bank
of NY; & Karon von Gerhke-Thompson, 1st Columbia Co.
  Russian Money Laundering United States. Congress.
House. Committee on Banking and Financial Services,2000
  Vue on Rails Bryan Lim,Richard LaFranchi,2019-08-29 Build
modern and progressive web applications with Vue.js and Ruby
on Rails. As the Rails community embraces JavaScript, this book
answers your most pressing questions, including how to integrate
front-end technologies with Rails, whether to build a single-page
application, when and how to use JavaScript in your project, how
to scaffold a Vue component in Rails, and how to configure Vue.js
in a Rails project. This book explores how to manage and
understand priorities when working with Vue on Rails and how to
determine the best configuration for your project. You'll see how
to reuse your Vue components in a Rails project with less coding
and harness the component options, as well as how to use props,
events and slots of Vue components. You'll also use webpacker to
set up your project and pass data from your Vue component to a
Rails controller and back. Finally, you’ll learn which is the best
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configuration for the router and how to test and deploy your
application. These topics are essential for developers and product
owners because they cover end-to-end advice for building a web
application incrementally or from scratch. Vue.js on Rails shows
you just how easy it is to build and maintain a modern web app
and save hundreds of hours integrating these two technologies.
What You'll Learn Use Vue and Rails together to improve
products Build a web app with a focus on developer happiness
Take a pragmatic approach to web app development with
practical code examples Save time configuring Vue and
RailsControl and manage states in a Vue on Rails project Who
This Book Is For Product owners seeking a technology for a
company’s products with an emphasis on development scalability;
business owners looking to maximize developer satisfaction and
successful product development; technical managers requiring a
pragmatic and successful web app development strategy;and new
and experienced developers and designers learning to build web
apps using the best tools available.
  The Rails 4 Way Obie Fernandez,Kevin Faustino,2014 The
Bible for Rails Development: Now Fully Updated for Rails 4.1
When I read The Rails Way for the first time, I felt like I truly
understood Rails for the first time. --From the Foreword by Steve
Klabnik Ruby on Rails 4 is leaner, tighter, and even more valuable
to professional web developers. More than ever, it helps you focus
on what matters most: delivering business value via clean and
maintainable code. The Rails(tm) 4 Way is the only
comprehensive, authoritative guide to delivering production-
quality code with Rails 4. Kevin Faustino joins pioneering Rails
developer Obie Fernandez to illuminate the entire Rails 4 API,
including its most powerful and modern idioms, design
approaches, and libraries. They present extensive new and
updated content on security, performance, caching, Haml, RSpec,
Ajax, the Asset Pipeline, and more. Through detailed code
examples, you'll dive deep into the Rails 4 code base, discover
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why Rails is designed as it is, and learn how to make it do exactly
what you want. Proven in dozens of production systems, this
book's techniques will maximize your productivity and help you
build more successful solutions. You'll want to keep this guide by
your computer--you'll refer to it constantly. This guide will help
you Build powerful, scalable REST-compliant APIs Program
complex program flows using Action Controller Represent
models, relationships, CRUD operations, searches, validation,
callbacks, and more Smoothly evolve application database
schema via Migrations Apply advanced Active Record techniques:
single-table inheritance, polymorphic models, and more Create
visual elements with Action View and partials Optimize
performance and scalability with view caching Master the highly
productive Haml HTML templating engine Make the most of
Rails' approach to session management Secure your systems with
Rails 4's improved authentication and authorization Resist SQL
Injection, XSS, XSRF, and other attacks Extend Rails with popular
gems and plugins, and learn to write your own Integrate email
services with Action Mailer Use Ajax via Rails 4 support for
unobtrusive JavaScript Improve responsiveness with background
processing Leverage Asset Pipeline to simplify development,
improve perceived performance, and reduce server burdens
Accelerate implementation and promote maintainability with
RSpec
  Adobe Flash CS3 Professional Bible Robert
Reinhardt,Snow Dowd,2007-10-08 Two of the savviest Flash
experts in the industry show you how to add impact to your Web
content. Robert Reinhardt and Snow Dowd know all the
techniques and tricks, and they take you under the hood in this
one-stop total reference guide to Flash CS3 Professional. Follow
their tutorials, learn from cool examples, and discover insider
secrets you won't find in any other book. Don't miss the special
16-page color insert loaded with spectacular examples. Also
includes a CD-ROM. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other
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supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
  Flash CS4 For Dummies Ellen Finkelstein,Gurdy
Leete,2008-10-10 With Adobe Flash CS4 For Dummies as your
guide, you can unleash your creativity and contribute to the
“Flash”-iest showcase of dynamic content: the Web! You’ll
beecome acquainted with Flash CS4 and learn when to use this
popular Web development tool. Plus, you’ll discover what you can
create, from animation to games to presentations. This full color
edition gives you the opportunity to get acquainted with Flash
CS4, discover all the possibilities, and become familiar with the
new tools. You’ll be able to create dynamic content, adapt the
program’s features to suit your development needs, publish your
Flash files to the Web, and showcase your creativity and newly
acquired skills. You’ll discover how to create graphics, text, and
layers, make animations, add sound and video, and optimize your
files for download. Find out how to: Draw and edit images, create
effects, and use layers Building layers, manipulate objects, and
add buttons Animate figures and add interactive features
Understand the basics of colors, frame rates, and graphics
Incorporate video and sound files Publish your files to the Web
Complete with lists of ten frequently asked questions about Flash,
ten best resources for Flash, and samples of work from ten
fabulous Flash designers, Adobe Flash CS4For Dummies is your
one-stop guide designing dynamic and interactive content.
  Adobe Flash Professional CS6 Essentials William
Heldman,2012-06-21 The perfect primer for learning Adobe
Flash, whether you're new to Flash or updating your skills You'll
get quickly up to speed on the essentials of Adobe Flash with this
clear, task-based book. From the fundamentals of rich media
design to specific techniques, it's a thorough introduction. Using
step-by-step instruction, this book clearly shows you how to draw
shapes, use the Timeline, add video or audio, create complex
animations, and much more. Moreover, if you're preparing for the
Flash Professional Adobe Certified Associate (ACA) exam, this
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thorough guide is the perfect preparation. Covers Flash essentials
for beginners and assists candidates preparing for the Adobe
Certified Associate (ACA) for Rich Media Communication Using
Flash Professional certification Introduces you to the principles
and practices of rich media design as well as Flash basics and
essential tools Delves into topics and techniques, including
creating designs using Flash shape tools, the essentials of layers
and the Timeline, using text and symbols, and creating simple
animations
  Flash CS3 Professional for Windows and Macintosh
Katherine Ulrich,2007-07-25 With Adobe's acquisition of
Macromedia, millions of Photoshop users may be installing Flash
for the first time and Flash CS3 Professional for Windows and
Macintosh: Visual QuickStart Guide is there to show them what to
do. From basic first steps, such as exploring the drawing tools,
including Flash CS3's new Pen tool, to frame-by-frame animation,
motion tweening, and shape tweening, this book serves as the
beginner's guide to Flash. But it doesn’t stop there: sections on
interactivity, sound, and video have been fully updated to
demonstrate best practices in ActionScript 3.0, as well as the
latest in Flash's video technology.
  The Rails 5 Way Obie Fernandez,2017-11-22 The “Bible” for
Rails Development: Fully Updated for Rails 5 “When I read The
Rails Way for the first time, I felt like I truly understood Rails for
the first time.” —Steve Klabnik, Rails contributor and mentor The
RailsTM 5 Way is the comprehensive, authoritative reference
guide for professionals delivering production-quality code using
modern Ruby on Rails. Obie Fernandez illuminates the entire
Rails 5 API, its most powerful idioms, design approaches, and
libraries. He presents new and updated content on Action Cable,
RSpec 3.4, Turbolinks 5.0, the Attributes API, and many other
enhancements, both major and subtle. Through detailed code
examples, you’ll dive deep into Ruby on Rails, discover why it’s
designed as it is, and learn to make it do exactly what you want.
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Proven in thousands of production systems, the knowledge in this
book will maximize your productivity and help you build more
successful solutions. Build powerful, scalable, REST-compliant
back-end services Program complex program flows using Action
Controller Represent models, relationships, and operations in
Active Record, and apply advanced Active Record techniques
Smoothly evolve database schema via Migrations Craft front-ends
with ActionView and the Asset Pipeline Optimize performance
and scalability with caching and Turbolinks 5.0 Improve your
productivity using Haml HTML templating Secure your systems
against attacks like SQL Injection, XSS, and XSRF Integrate email
using Action Mailer Enable real-time, websockets-based browser
behavior with Action Cable Improve responsiveness with
background processing Build “API-only” back-end projects that
speak JSON Leverage enhancements to Active Job, serialization,
and Ajax support
  Social Media Strategies for Investing Brian D
Egger,2014-01-13 A game-changing approach to investing in
today's fast-paced market! Brian has a great understanding of the
social web and financial markets' intersection. I was inspired by
Twitter in 2008 and started Stocktwits. Learning how to use the
modern social tools to speed up your knowledge and abilities is
something this book will help you accomplish. --Howard Lindzon,
founder of StockTwits With financial markets operating at a
breakneck pace, Twitter, blogs, and crowd-sourcing technologies
have become the toolkit of choice for savvy investors looking for
business trends. This comprehensive guide provides you with
specific strategies for using social media as an investment tool to
gain a greater understanding of today's market, so you won't get
left behind. Author and Wall Street Journal Best on the Street
analyst Brian D. Egger teaches you how to identify trends in the
market, filter through social media messages with smart feeds,
and use hashtags and cashtags that are truly relevant to your
stock portfolios. You will also find expert advice for incorporating
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social media into your daily investment research; using it to
communicate with analysts, advisors, and corporate executives;
and forecasting what lies ahead for the world of investing. With
Social Media Strategies for Investing, you will not only enhance
your understanding of the stock market, but also use social media
to maximize your profits!
  Mac OS X Snow Leopard Bible Galen Gruman,Mark
Hattersley,2009-08-11 Tame the very latest Mac OS X cat, Snow
Leopard 10.6 Snow Leopard moves faster and roars louder than
its predecessor, and this comprehensive guide shows you all the
ways to get the most out of this powerful new cat. Explore
everything from its muscular handling of applications and
streaming media to its new, game-changing support of Microsoft's
ActiveSync technology. Get set up on Snow Leopard 10.6, learn
professional-level security tools, and discover secret tricks and
workarounds with this essential guide. Install, set up, secure, and
explore Mac OX 10.6 Snow Leopard Connect to a network, work
with MobileMe, and share files Meet Grand Central Dispatch and
jet-propel your apps with parallel processing Get up to speed on
Open CL, for faster general performance Run Windows
applications and exchange files with Windows PCs Go beyond the
basics with AppleScript, the Automator, and Unix commands
  Rhomobile Beginner's Guide Abhishek Nalwaya,2011-07-26
Part of Packt's Beginner's Guide series, this book is packed full of
practical examples and screenshots to make building your
application straightforward and fun.Whether you have prior
experience of developing mobile applications or this is your first
venture, all newcomers to Rhomobile will be able to quickly
develop their own mobile application. This book is accessible for
people who are completely new to Ruby, though having prior
knowledge of it would be a huge advantage.
  Hazardous Materials: Managing the Incident with Navigate 2
Advantage Access Gregory G. Noll,Michael S. Hildebrand,Glen
Rudner,Rob Schnepp,2018-04-17 A Complete Training Solution
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for Hazardous Materials Technicians and Incident Commanders!
In 1982, the authors Mike Hildebrand and Greg Noll, along with
Jimmy Yvorra, first introduced the concept of the Eight-Step
Process© for managing hazardous materials (hazmat) incidents
when their highly regarded manual, Hazardous Materials:
Managing the Incident was published. Now in its revised fourth
edition, this text is widely used by fire fighters, hazmat teams,
bomb squads, industrial emergency response teams, and other
emergency responders who may manage unplanned hazardous
materials incidents. As a result of changing government
regulations and consensus standards, as well as the need for
terrorism response training, Mr. Noll and Mr. Hildebrand have
modified and refined their process of managing hazmat incidents
and added enhanced content, tips, case studies, and detailed
charts and tables. The Revised Fourth Edition contains
comprehensive content covering: • Hazard assessment and risk
evaluation • Identifying the problem and implementing the
response plan • Hazardous materials properties and effects •
Identifying and coordinating resources • Decontamination
procedures • The Eight-Step Process© • Personal protective
equipment selection • Procedures for terminating the incident
The Revised Fourth Edition’s dynamic features include: • NFPA
1072 and 472 Correlation Guide for the Hazardous Materials
Technician and Hazardous Materials Incident Commander levels
• Correlation matrix to the National Fire Academy’s Fire and
Emergency Services Higher Education (FESHE) Bachelor’s (Non-
Core) Managerial Issues in Hazardous Materials Course (C0274)
• Realistic, detailed case studies • Practical, step-by-step skill
drills • Important hazardous materials technician and safety tips
Also available to support Hazardous Materials: Managing the
Incident, Fourth Edition: • Hazardous Materials: Managing the
Incident, Fourth Edition Field Operations Guide • Hazardous
Materials: Managing the Incident, Fourth Edition Student
Workbook • Navigate TestPrep: Hazardous Materials: Managing
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the Incident • Hazardous Materials: Awareness and Operations,
Third Editio
  Assistive Technologies- E-Book Albert M. Cook,Janice
Miller Polgar,2014-11-14 NEW! Global issues content broadens
the focus of application beyond North America to include
technology applications and service delivery in developing
countries. NEW! Ethical issues and occupational justice content
exposes you to vital information as you start interacting with
clients. NEW! More case studies added throughout the text foster
an understanding of how assistive technologies are used and how
they function. NEW! Updated content reflects current technology
and helps keep you current. NEW! Explicit applications of the
HAAT model in each of the chapters on specific technologies and
more emphasis on the interactions among the elements make
content even easier to understand.
  iPhone 5 Survival Guide: Step-by-Step User Guide for the
iPhone 5: Getting Started, Downloading FREE eBooks, Taking
Pictures, Making Video Calls, Using eMail, and Surfing the Web
Toly K, Step-by-Step User Guide for the iPhone 5: Getting Started,
Downloading FREE eBooks, Taking Pictures, Making Video Calls,
Using eMail, and Surfing the Web. This guide will introduce you
to the new features on the iPhone 5, and show you how to use
them. This book gives task-based instructions without using any
technical jargon. Learning which buttons perform which functions
is useless unless you know how it will help you in your everyday
use of the iPhone. Therefore, this guide will teach you how to
perform the most common tasks. Instead of presenting arbitrary
instructions in lengthy paragraphs, this book gives unambiguous,
simple step-by-step procedures. Additionally, detailed screenshots
help you to confirm that you are on the right track. This Survival
Guide also goes above and beyond to explain Secret Tips and
Tricks to help you accomplish your day-to-day tasks much faster.
If you get stuck, just refer to the Troubleshooting section to figure
out and solve the problem. This iPhone 5 guide includes: Using
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Siri 9 All-New Settings Chapters Using the Notification Center
Setting Up the 4S without a Computer Searching a Web Page
Viewing an Article in Reader Mode Using the New Music
Application Deleting Songs in the Music Application Selecting a
Pre-Loaded Equalization Setting Taking a Picture from the Lock
Screen Creating and Editing Photo Albums Editing Photos
Inserting Emoticons Customizing Keyboard Shortcuts
Customizing Custom Vibrations Using LED Flash Alerts Using
Photo Stream Formatting Text in the Email Application Hiding the
Keyboard in a Text Message This guide also includes: Getting
Started Making Calls FaceTime Multitasking Button Layout
Navigating the Screens Using the Speakerphone During a Voice
Call Staring a Conference Call Managing Your Contacts Text
Messaging Adding Texted Phone Numbers to Contacts Copying,
Cutting, and Pasting Text Sending Picture and Video Messages
Using the Safari Web Browser Adding Bookmarks to the Home
Screen Printing a Web Page Managing Photos and Videos Using
the Email Application Viewing All Mail in One Inbox Managing
Applications Setting Up an iTunes Account Sending an
Application as a Gift Using iTunes to Download Applications
Reading User Reviews Deleting an Application Reading an eBook
on the iPhone How to download thousands of free eBooks
Adjusting the Settings Turning On Voiceover Turning Vibration
On and Off Setting Alert Sounds Changing the Wallpaper Setting
a Passcode Lock Changing Keyboard Settings Changing Photo
Settings Turning 3G On and Off Turning Bluetooth On and Off
Turning Wi-Fi On and Off Turning Airplane Mode On and Off Tips
and Tricks Using the Voice Control Feature Maximizing Battery
Life Taking a Screenshot Scrolling to the Top of a Screen Saving
Images While Browsing the Internet Deleting Recently Typed
Characters Resetting Your iPhone Viewing the Full Horizontal
Keyboard Calling a Number on a Website Troubleshooting
  Homelessness ,1990
  U.S. Air Force Tactical Missiles George Mindling,Robert
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Bolton,2008 The U.S. Air Force Tactical Missiles, 1949-1969, The
Pioneers offers the rich, fascinating history of the first surface-to-
surface tactical missiles of the U.S. Air Force, the winged,
nuclear-capable Matador and Mace missiles, and their units and
personnel in West Germany, Taiwan, Korea, Okinawa and the
United States. The U.S. Air Force Tactical Missiles, 1949-1969,
The Pioneers ties that unique era and those of other tactical
missiles together in a remarkably broad, deep and valuable
perspective that also includes the World War II German V-1 and
reaches back all the way to the first flight in the United States in
1916 of an aircraft not controlled by a pilot.
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